
Julia Seeleva from Tomsk and Nadya Sporysheva from Moskau worked on this contribution. Julia
describes how the Chernobyl issue is represented in Russian classes. She also gives some examples
from different school books, where Chernobyl is mentioned. Nadya presents a History school book
and an ecological textbook.

Julia Seeleva:
When I studied in high school and university I rarely met information about Chernobyl. If you open

history textbook or physic or ecological or something else you can see only whole and a little bit
information. I don't want to say about physics books because it is not my interest and I've never
interested in this knowledge. I would talk about history.

When I start work on this task I understand the meaning of educational aspect/ when I learned I
didn't know anything about Chernobyl, may be year and then now Chernobyl is Ukraine city. And my
sister and brother know not so much.

In our educational process the main thing is not level and quality of knowledge but is volume.
So when you open schoolbook you never see separate paragraph about Chernobyl. I read ten

history schoolbooks and in whole it is little information. Content of this report is that on 26th of April
1986 was happened disaster on Chernobyl NPP. Information about Chernobyl is rarely situated in
paragraph about economic and social reform in USSR. For Example: one schoolbook said “The rate on
the enthusiasm, not supported necessary technique and qualification of workers, has led not to
acceleration, and to considerable growth of failures in various branches of the national economy.
Accidents became and the largest of them was -Chernobyl atomic power station in April, 1986”.

Another side of problem is that this period (beginning 80-s) called in Russia “perestroika” (re-build).
And disaster was failure of Gorbachev's politics of government. The policy stood on class of workers
and their enthusiasm. But catastrophe deleted all this and they didn't trust to government.

In one of the schoolbook I found more information.

Here we can read: “ Big
loss to budget was harmed
by Chernobyl disaster 27th of
April 1986. Liquidation of its
consequences need a lot of
money. This disaster was a
product of politic of
acceleration. The reason of
this catastrophe was
experiments of workers for
increasing working results of
reactors. But government
didn't said all truth about
disaster.

Radioactive cloud of

explosion has left trace in many regions of
Ukraine, Belorussia and Russia. Pripyat
population (40 thousand people) and 186
villages had been evacuated. 10.9 mln ga of
earth was contaminated in Romania,
Poland, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia and many
others. But government didn't want to



“destroy” holiday mood of 1st May (Labor Day) and didn't say about really scale of disaster.
Another book said: The event which has had shock influence on the Soviet society has occurred in the

spring of 1986. On April, 26th happened failure on the Chernobyl atomic power station where at
experiment carrying out the fourth power unit has blown up. Firstly there was no clear understanding that
the event — accident not only national, but also a world scale, however in process of information
accumulation came tragic element comprehension of what happened. The considerable part of Ukraine
has undergone to radiating pollution, but the hard blow has had to Belarus (23 % territory, every fifth
inhabitant has suffered); subsequently infection was founded in Bryansk and Tula areas.

For liquidation of consequences of failure the special governmental commission which coordinated this
work in scale of all country has been created. Already in the days first after accident was created a network
of the medical aid which has captured almost one million the person. The decision about evacuation of
inhabitants from a city Pripyat was accepted; at first, evacuated people from 10, and then and from a zone
30-km. It has appeared extremely difficult business: many didn't want to leave, they should be moved
compulsorily. In the first of May it has been moved 135 thousand persons and control over all area is
established. In failure area have thrown armies of chemical protection, from all country there arrived
technics. In Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev scientific institutes round the clock worked, urgently solving the whole
series of unusual problems. In post-Chernobyl months appeared better qualities of the Soviet people:
selflessness, high morals. Many asked to direct them to area of Chernobyl, offered disinterested aid.

Liquidation of consequences of explosion only in 1986 has managed in 14 mlrd rubles; demanded milliard
expenses and the next years. By organized efforts possible to limit number of victims and to localize failure.
By July the concept «Sarkofag» has been developed, and then in deadlines the unique shelter for damaged
reactor with constantly functioning system control behind his condition is erected. As a matter of fact
second half of 1986 gone under the badge of Chernobyl.

Chernobyl accident has rendered a great influence and on a social-politic situation in the country.
Originally avaricious information and an obvious innuendo have called into question authority the power
declaring necessity of publicity and big to an openness. Aspiration of citizens in due time to learn truth go
to expansion of a circle of discussion before taboo subjects, which helped to liberation of public
consciousness. The bigger informational openness in connection with Chernobyl was demanded also by
world community. Accident has personally shown harmful atomic energy potential, becoming one of
factors active negotiations about reduction of nuclear arms.

Nadya Sporysheva:
When I started to do this task I thought of my own school lessons, but I could not remember any
information about Chernobyl I got at school. I look over a lot of textbooks in the library and in the
bookshop, but I found only two sources, where the issue of the Chernobyl disaster is covered. One of
them is a history book containing one paragraph about Chernobyl (scan number 1). It is mentioned in
this paragraph that “on April, 26, 1986 a very serious accident (nuclear reactor explosion) occurred in
Chernobyl. It cost billions of rubles to overcome its initial consequences. The total number of people
dealing with the negative fallouts of the tragedy was 600000. The society demanded a truthful
explanation of the accident’s causes and effects”. The text is accompanied by a photo of the
demolished reactor.
The second source is an ecology textbook (scan 2 and 3). In the first page there is a map where the
European area which was contaminated with radioactive caesium-137 is represented. The general
information about the catastrophe is given. Moreover, it is stated that not only Ukraine has suffered
from the accident. Apart from Gomel and Mogilev regions of Byelorussia, Kiev and Zhitomir regions of
Ukraine and Bryansk region of Russia territories of some Alpine states were polluted. Among them
are Austria, Germany, Italy, Slovenia and Switzerland. In this regard the Chernobyl accident is
sometimes compared with a “small-scale nuclear war”. The table in the second page shows the size of
the European countries’ territories contaminated by caesium-137.




